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LIMNOLOGY OJI' THR):i': FARM FONDS 
IN SOUTll-CF.NTRAL SOUTH DAY.OTA 
Abstract 
LARRY KIM GR.A.HA\1 
Under the supervision of Assistant Professor Norman D. Schoenthal 
Physical, chemical, e.nd biolo�ics.l aspects of three farm ponds in 
south-central South Dakota vere studied from June 1964 until December 
1965. Maximum water t<!mperature at the surrace renched 25.2C, vhile 
ve.ter temperatures at the bottom of the ponds were about 2 to 4c 
lower than the surface. Lig1.1.t tre.nsmiesion was influenced b�r turbidity 
but @:enerally penetratoed to the bottom of the ponds except during 
periodG of cloudy ice and snow cover. Dissolved oxygen was near 
saturation during periods of open vater. 'Most chemical ions in the 
ponds increased annually from a winter minim\llll to a sprin� mnximum. 
Total dissolved solids were higc, with one pond reaching 3510 ppm. 
Dominant order of anions was sulfates, carbonates, and chlorides, while 
cations were sodium, calcium, magnesium, and potassium. �1itrntes, 
phosphates, s.nd iron were never a limiting factor in primary production. 
Phytoplankton populations were dominated by a blue-green algae, 
MicrocvstJ�. which reached a maximum population of 9.3 cc/m3. Maximum 
primary production recorded was 0.78 p;rns/m2/de:y. Copepods in the 
ponds constituted approximately 75% of the total zooplankton, vhile 
cladocero.ns constituted 15%, and rotif'P.rs 10,: .. 
INTRODUCTrm: 
Fann J)Onds in �he semi-arid region of vestern South Dakota (vest 
of the Missouri River) constitute 80% of the Btanding water. The 
Soil Conservation Service estimates 56,500 farm ponds are located in 
western South Dakota, or ar,proximately 1.3 ronds per s�uare mile. 
These pond� '\.Tcre built to provide e. derendable water eupply for live­
stock, hurnn.n conaum1)tion, P...nd limited irrigation. A me..1ority of them 
FIUp-port fish populations and rrovide a.nglin� recreation. Limnologicn.l 
rele.tionsbipo in fa.rm ponds he.ve b�en intentlvely e.tucl.ied in mony 
states. while ir:formtttion concerning South Dakota ram rends 5.s 
limited. A conr,e.re.tive study 01' the physicd, chemical. and biolog­
ical aep�cts of three south-central South Dakota farm ponds was ini­
tiated by South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station in June 1964 
ana. terminated December 1965. 
GTUDY AF.EA 
Fam ponds selected tor this study were located. in Jones County 
(south-central Sout� Dakota). This area has a typical continental 
climate characterized by cold winters and hot summers vith rapid 
temperature ch&.nges occurring during all seasons. Strong prevailin� 
vinds cause n constant mixing of open water. �onnal A.nnual precip­
ite.tion is 16.5 inches with 75% fal1lng betweP.n April and September. 
Average annual loss ot pond water through evaporation is approximately 
38 inches (Weather Bureau, 1962). 
Eip,hty percent of Jones County consists of grassland with native 
prairie r.;re.sses predominating. This ares. exemplifies a typical mixed 
prairie, dominated by western wbeatgrass (AgroJ)Yl'on smithii) and 
green needlegrass (� viridula.), with an understory of blue grama 
(�outeloua grac1lis) and buffalo grass (Buchloe dactvloide�) (Banbury, 
1966, pers. comm. 1). White (1961) states that weakly developed soils 
on the ridges mainly support little bluestem (�dr2£2SO� �copariu�) 
and side-oats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula). 
The soil type in this area. is basically a Pierre clay forma-
tion with high soil fertility. It is seldom more than 30 to 40 
inches in thickness, and supports plant growth when rainfall is ad-
equate. The pa.rent material, which o�en outcrops, is Pierre shale 
(White and Bonestell, 1960). 
Brost Pond, located in the Big White River riverbreake, was con-
structed in 1960 with a surface area of 6. 1 acres, storage area of 
79,7 acre-feet, and maximum depth of 7,2 m (meters). Siltation since 
construction has reduced maximum depth to approximately 6. 0 m. The 
water is recruited by surface runoff from a 1305-acre d.rainfield 
which is entirely grassland. 
Magnuson Pond, located on rolling prairie between Bad River and 
Big White River, was constructed in 1959 with a surface area of 9,3 
acres, storage area of 59 acre-feet, and maximum depth of 5,3 m. 
lBanbury, A. C. 1966. Personal Communication, Soil Conservation 
Work Unit, Murdo, South Dakota. 
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Siltation since construction has reduced maximum derth to approx-
ime.tely 3, 5 m. The water is recruited by surface runoff from a 1750-
I 
acre drainfield which is entirely p:re.ssln..nd. The drainfield soil 
type consists of Pierre-Lismus clay. 
Iverson Pond, located in the extremity of the End River river-
breaks, was constructed in 1959 vith a surface area of 4.9 acres, 
storage area of 73.6 acre-feet, and ma.ximurt depth of 9. 1 m. 
Siltation since construction he.s red.uced maximum depth to approx-
imately 7,0 m. Water is recruited by surface runoff from a 1380 
acre dre.infield which is grassland with limited cropland in the 
upper reaches. 
METHODS 
Limnological measurements and samples were collected monthly, 
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except June, July, end August, when sampling was conducted bi-monthly. 
Samples vere taken from the deepest area of the ponds �here a bouy 
marked the exact location. All measurements and samples were taken 
at 1,5 m depth intervals. At no time during the study were the ponds 
at maximum depth. Temperature �as measured with an electrical-
resistance thermometer and light transmission was measured with a 
submarine photometer. Water swnples collected with a 2-liter Van-
Dorn water sampler were transferred to heavy plastic bags, and frozen 
until time of analysis. Except as otherwise noted, ar.a.lytical pro-
cedures used were those of Standard Methods for the Examination of 
Water and Wa.ctevntnr (Am. Pub. HeF!lth .ll.i:isoc. , 19(,0 and 1965) wit.h 
sO!'lle modificnt'ions to fit loce.1 cond.itions. Phytorlanl-t.on snm!)les 
obtained from 100 ml water RP.mples vere preserved for later analysis. 
Primary production was determined using the li�ht and dark bottle 
method (Ryther, 1956). Zooplankton samples vere obtained by pouring 
10 l (liters) of vater through a nlll!lber 20 mesh nylon-bolting cloth 
plankton net . 
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REf;DLTS A.I1i'D DICCU8SIOtl 
Physi.cal Aspects 
�el!lp�;-at_� 
We.llen (1955) states that farm ponds undergo seasonal and 
sudden cba.nger, in temperature. Water temperatures in the three 
study ponds vere constantly influenced by extreme climatic con­
ditions. Strong prevailing vinds prevented summer stratification 
and tended to equalize water temperatures at all depthE. Water 
temperatures in the individual ponds tended to follow similar 
patterns throughout the study vith only minimal differences be­
tveen years . 
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Water temperatures during the summer (June, July, and August) 
reached a maximum 25.2C nt the surface in Brost Pond durin� July 1964. 
At this time Magnuson and Iverson Ponds vere about lC lower. Tem·­
peratures at the bottom of the three ponds �-ere from 2 to 4c lower 
than the surface. High water temperatures in Brost Pond durinp; July 
1964 vere probably responsible for a partial die-off of rainbow 
trout (Salmo �air_<!!leri) . Temperntures in Me.r.nuGon Pond, the 
shallower of the three ponds, vere approximately 2C lower than the 
other two ponds. Lower temperatures in this rond may be attributed 
to a dense p.rowth of buttercup (Re.nunculus sp.) throughout the 
summer months. 
Fall (September and October) temperatures were fairly uniform at 
all d.e,')ths in each of the pond�. �-:eter t.eMr,tratures dnrin11: the ' 
fn.ll reached a maximum 15.6C a.t the surface in Iverson Pond durin� 
September 1965. At this time Rrost and �aCTnuson ronds were about 
1 to 5C lower. Temperatures at the bottom of the three ponds were 
a.pproxir.mtely 1 to 2C lower than the surface. 
Ice cover was complete on the ponns in November 1964, while 
varm winds in 1965 delayed initial ice cover until late December. 
Maximum average ice thickness during the study was 42 cm reached 
during Ja.nue.ry 1965, Water in the ponds during the winter months 
(November through March) exhibited a slight winter thermal 
stratificntion with temperatures ranging from lC (surface) to 4c 
(bottom). 
Strong chinook winds caused ice break up in April, The 
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greatest monthly temperature increase vae recorded in the ponds during 
the spring (April e.nd Nay) , rl th Magnuson Pond, the she.llover of the 
three ponds, exhibiting the greatest increase. It increased from 3C 
in March to 14c in April 1965. Water temperaturen during the epring 
reached a maximum of 16.5c at the surface during Ha.y 1965 in Magnuson 
Pond. At this time Brost and Iverson Ponds were from 0,5 to 6.5c 
lower. 
�-�ht Trans!!!ission 
Odurn {1959) ctates that light tranr,mission on a ;iven surface 
area control the entire ecosystem throup.h its influence on primary 
production. Light transmission in the pondr. during periods of open 
water Wll$ conr.tantly influenced by turbidity ca.ur.ed by wave action· 
Tbe beach area of the ponds consisted of clay e.nd was easily eroded 
I 
by wa,•e action. Light transmis�ion in the pond.s followed similar 
patterns throughout the study with only minimA.l differences between 
yea.rs. 
The maximum light transmission at l.i cm depth during the summer 
months was 92. 3% in Brost Pond , 95. 2% in �fe.gnuson Pond, e..nd 79 · 7% 
in Iverson Pond. Light trar.smission at 1,5 m during 1964 and 1965 
vas reduced 54% in Brort Pond. 611� in MI\Rnuson Pond, and 71% in 
Iverson Pond. Light transmission at 4.5 min Brost and Iverson Ponds 
was further reduced to 5% or less. Low water levels prohibited. 
measuring light transmission nt I�. 5 m in Magnuson Pond throughout the 
study, and Brost and Iverson Ponds during 1965. 
Light transmission was reduced during the fall months probably 
7 
due to turbidity caused by wave action. The maximum light transmission 
at 11 cm depth during the fall months ve.s 78. 5% in Brost Pond, 69 .1% 
in Magnuson Pond, and 60. 0% in Iverson Fond. Light tro.nsmission at 
1,5 m during 1964 f.l.Ild 1965 was reduced 65% in Brost Pond ,  79% in 
Magnuson Pond, e.r.d 77% in Iverson Pond. Light transmission at 4,5 m 
in Brost and Iverson Ponds was further reduced to 1% or less. 
Winter light transmission was greatly reduced by cloudy ice or 
snow cover. Greenbank (1945) showed that light transmission tbroup,h 
ice varied with the condition of the ice (cloudy or clear) and 8Jllount 
and type of snow cover. Maximum light transmission at h ctn depth 
under the ice cover was 63 . 1% (37 cm clear ice, no rnow) in Brost 
Pond, 6l.3f. (12 cm clear ice, 2. 5 cm snov) in Magnuoon Pond. and �9.2% 
( 37 cm ci.oudy ice, 2. 5 cm snow) in Iverson :f'ond. Li�ht transmission 
at 1.5 m was reduced 61% in Brost Pond� 87% in Magnuson Pond, a.nd 64% 
in Iverson Pond. Light transmission at 4.5 min all three :ponds wan 
reduced 99,5%. 
Light transmission during the spring months was influenced by 
turbid waters. The maximum light transmission at 4 cm depth during 
the s�rinr was 72. 0% in Brost Pond, 62. 3! in Magnuson Pond, and 54, h% 
in Iverson Pond. Light transmission at 1.5 m was reduced 53% in 
Brost Pond, 99% in Magnuson Pond, and 92% in Iverson Pond. Light 
transmission at 3.0 min Brost and Iverson Pondt vas further reduced 
to 0. 10% or less. 
Turbidi�z 
8 
Average turb:l.cities ( all depths) were 34 ppm (Jackson turbidity 
units) in Brost Pond. 48 ppm in ��nuson Pond. and 54 ppm in Iverson 
Pond. Iverson Pond exhibited the videst variation in turbidity (range 
12. 2 to 97. 4 ppm). 
Average summer turbidity was 37 ppm in Brost Pond, 51 ppm in 
Magnuson Pond, and 62 ppm in Iverson Pond. Hight-st turbidities 
were recorded in the sprinv, and fall months. Average spring and fall 
turbidity was 44 ppm in Erost Pond. Blt ppm in Magnuson Pond, and 79 
ppm in Iverson Pond. Avera�e vinter turbidity was 12 ppm in Brost 
Pond, 13 ppm in Map;nuson Pond, and 18 pr,m ir. Iverson Pond. Turbid.i ty 
at all dept.hEl and neasons in Iverson Fond was 14 to 20 rpm hip;her 
than in the other two ponds. 
Turliidity in the individual ponds -.ms generally uniform from 
I 
surface to bottom. Increased turbidity was associated with strong 
9 
wind action and rainfall which carried silt into the ponds. Under ice 
cover, turbidity was generally reduced as a result of protection from 
vind action. 
Chemical Aepects 
Samples from all depths and s easons �ere averaged to facilitete 
handlin� and to make �eneralizations more meaningful . All data so 
designated will be referred to as the mean . Unless otherwise 
specified, samples averaged only by depth will be referred to as the 
average. 
!).!_ssolved Oxygen 
The Aquatic Li fe Advisory Committee of the Ohio River 'Talley 
\:ater Sanitation Coimnission ( 1955) recommends that the dissolved 
oxygen not ,;:o below 5 ppm for more than 8 hours in 24 • and nE>ver l)e -­
low 3 ppm unless the pop\11.ation consists of course fi sh which can 
tolerate dissolved oxy�en concentrat:1.ons as lov as O. 5 ppm . For 
salmonid vaters , they reconnnend a minimum or 6 ppm . 
Mean dissolved oxyfl:en during 1965 was e . 3 ppm fo Brost Pond , 
9 - � ppm in �agnuson Pond, and 6.3 �pm in Iverson Pond. Dissolved 
oxygen at the bottom of the ponds was a.bout 1. 5 p:pm lower then at 
the surface. 
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During the study , summer surface direolved oxygens were 10. 7 ppm 
in Brost Pond, 10.1 ppm in Magnuson Pond � and 7,5 ppm in IverEon Pond. 
Normal diurnal surface fluctuation in the ponds durin� the sunnner was 
approximately 2 ppm. Mnxireum surface nissolved oxygen was recorded in 
the spring and fall months vith 13 . 0  ppm in Ero�t Pond , 13 . 3  ppm in 
Magnuson Fond , a.rid 8 .  5 :ppm in I verson Pond . \.:inter dissolved oxyp;en 
nt t�e bottom of Iverson Pond nvernged 3 ppm (range 0. 0 to 5 . 1  ppm) � 
while dissolved oxy�en at the bottom of the other ponds during the 
same period aver�ed 6 to 9 ppm hi�her. 
Dissolved ox;-1g�n remained fairly uniform fron surface to bottom 
in the ponds because strong wind action resulted in a constant mix­
inr, \>f open water. Wind was probably instrumental in keeping 
dissolved ox::gen high in periods of reduced photos�mthesis. 1:is­
solved oxy�en at eil depths and Reasons wan generally lower in 
Iverson Pond than in the other two ponds. The lowest dissolved 
oxygen was recorded in the winter months during periods of poor 
light transmiasion cauGed by rmow cover or cloudy ice. 
!��6!.rr ,Ion 
Water in the ponds was basic vith a m.ee.n pH of 8. 2 (range 8. 0 
to 8 . 3) in Brost Pond, 8 . 1  (re.np;e 8 .0  to 8 . 3) in M�nunon Pond , and 
8. 0 (rnn.c;e 7 . 6 to 8. 2) in Iverson Pond. \·:ater at the bottom of tb.e 
ponds ve.s usunlly less basic than the surface water vi th a pH 
generally 0 . 1  to 0. 2 lover within a pond .  
_9pnd�ct_i vi.!l_ 
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Reid (1961) states that most lakes occupying open basins he.ve 
conductivities of betveen 100 and 200 ppm. Evaporntion from closed 
lakes can cause conductivity to increase over 10 times. Mean con­
ductivity (measured in micromhos e.t 25C )  vas 3209 in Ilro1:tt Fond , 1946 
in Magnuson Pond , e.nd 2537 in Iverson Pond. Seasonal conductivity in 
the indjvidue.l ponds fluctuated errntically 'l.ith no individual pond 
12 
exhibiting the highest conductivit:, throughout all ser.sons. Con­
ductivity in the ponds tended to fellow a similar pattern , increasi�g 
annually from a summer minimum to a winter maximum. Tr.is incrense was 
about 200 in Brost Fond , 970 in Hagnuson Pon d .  a.nd<.J90 in Iverson 
Pond . Lower annual increase in conductivity i n  Broat Pond might have 
been caused by increased rainfall on the draintield which caused a 
dilution. During the second year , increase in conductivity was about 
930 in Brost Pond , 980 in Magnuson Pond, ann 780 in Iverson Pond. 
Concentration of mineral elenents under the ice cover probably caused 
the increase in conductivity , while the decrease in  conductivity a�er 
ice break up was probably ca.used by dilution . 
Phenol;p_!ltbalein Alkalini� 
Carbonate alkalinity vas absent in all three ponds throughout 
the study ·with the exception of Magnuson Pond which ha.d a. maximum 
alr.&l.inity (1 . 0  ppm ) at 1. 5 m during July 1964. 
� Oi:_ange Alk�in� 
Ball ( 1948), Carla.oder (1955) , ?iorthcote and Larkin { 1956 ) , and 
Turner (1960) reports that lakes and ponds vith increased alkalinities 
usually have increased standing crops or fish . Moyle (1956) found 
that total alkalinity in Minnesota lakes and ponds re.nged from 5 to 
350 ppm . ��th southwestern waters higher in total alkalinity than 
northeastern waters. He considers a total alkalinity of 40 ppm a 
natural separation point between so:rt and ha.rd waters. 
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Xean nlltalinity was 93 ppm in Bror.t Pond , 1011 ppm in Magnuson 
Pond, end 128 ppm in Iverson Pond . Alkalinity in Mapiuson and. Iverson 
Ponds tended to follow a similar pattern , increasing annually from a 
summer minimum to a winter maximum . Th i s  increo.se was about 20 ppm 
in Magnuson and Iverson Ponds during the firF:t year. During the 
second year this increase waa about 50 ppm in Iverson Pond. and about 
100 ppm in Magnuson Pond . Brost Pond was generally similar , but 
I 
maximum e.ll:e.lini ty occurred during the opring months. There was 
generally a slight increase in a.lkalini t:r from the surface to the 
bottom in the pondo. 
Alkalinity in the ponds folloved unpredictable patterns. It 
sometimes fluctuated 100 ppm or more bet�een monthly samples. Car-
bonates are usually the dominant anion in ne.ture.l waters and a.re 
found in association with calcium and magnedum . However , sulfate vas 
the dominant anion in the three study ponds. During this study there 
vas a s ulfate to alkalinity ratio of lc : l  in Brost Pond , 16 : l  in 
Magnuson Pond , and 11 : 1  in Iverson Pond. This extreme ratio caused 
an interference and interplay of anions and cations vhich is reflected 
in chemical analysis. When carbonates are the dominruit e.nion they 
tend to follow a consistent annual pattern with only rr.inor fluctua-
tions within a season. This consistent pattern is evident in another 
phase of this farm pond project in eastern South Dakota. Carbonates 
are the dominant anion in thf!se waters . and tllere is little dis-
tort ion caused by interrerinp; a.niomi. 
14 
Sulfate -- --
Eddy (1963) states that waters in southwestern Y.innesota. extend-
ing westward through the Dakotas are extremely high in dissolved salts . 
These waters, which are characteristic of arid regions , have been 
variously designated as 1 ' sulfate" waters, ' 'alkaline" waters , " saline" 
vaters and sometimes are called locally " alkali" waters. In these 
types of waters the concentration of sulfate salts (as sulfate ions) 
of'te� exceeds the concentration of carbonates ( as total alkalinity) . 
}�ddy points out that westward to the Missouri River , the lakes of 
South Dakota tend to become more shallow and alkaline. Moyle ( 1956 }  
states that waters high in sulfates are usufl.lly high in carbonates , 
phospbe.tes ,  e.nd nitrates. He points out that the usual range of 
sulfates in Minnesota waters is 0 . 0  to 500 ppm , with average sulfate 
in western Minnesota about 100 ppm . 
Monthly measurements of sulfate were analyzed from vater samples 
collected at the middle depth in each �ond. Mean sulfate was 1683 ppm 
in Brost Pond , 1673 ppm in Magnuson Pond, and 1459 ppm in Iverson Pond . 
These sulfates are extremely hi�h in comparison to the other anions in 
the ponds. There was a gradual increase in sulfate in the ponds frOJ!l 
the summer of 1964 until the study was terminated in December 1965. 
During the study, sulfate increased about 1300 ppm in Brost Pond , 1756 
ppm in Magnuson Pond , and 731 ppm in Iverson Pond. This increase 
probably resulted from evaporation vhich ca.used water levels to be 
considerably lower. Sulfate in Magnuson e..nd Iverson Ponds exhibited a 
similar pattern during the study. These pones contained spring 
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Gulfate concentrations vhi ch vere slightly lover than during the 
winter and S1.lrnr:er months. Broct Pond follo�ed a similar pattern 
except that sulfate during the spring months vas about 500 to 650 ppm 
higher thnn during the fall and winter month� . Increased sulfate in 
Brost Pond nurin� the spring months probably resulted from recruitment 
through drainfield runoff. 
Total E.nrdness 
Total hardness meaaures the ca.lciu.'111 and magnesium carbonate in 
water. Mean total hardness vas 1025 ppm in l'rost Pond. , 520 ppm in 
Magnuson Pond , aJ1d 502 ppm in Iverson Pond . Hardness 1n the ponds 
tended to follow a similar pattern , increasing annually from a summer 
minimum to a vinter maximum. This increase during the first year was 
481 ppm in Erost Pond , 313 ppm in Magnuson Pond , and 82 ppm in Iverson 
Pond. During the second year the increase was 154 ppm in Brost Pond , 
75 ppm in Magnuson Pond, a.�d 202 ppm in Iverson Pond. 
Total Phosrhate 
In any pond the pho�phorua content can be expected to vary 
vi.thin a certain range becau.'3e natural v&riation combined vith sem-
pling and analytical errors make evaluation of waters on the basis of 
a single anal.vs ii; uncertain {Hoyle 1 1956). He found tl�e..t Minnesota 
�urface vnters ronged from 0 . 002 to 1. 6 ppm total phosphe.te, with 
south�estern vntere about seven times high�r ir. phosphnte tho.n north-
eastern vaters. He reportn that averae:e total phosphate in voBtern 
t·',innesota vas about 0. 10 ppm. Rei<! (1961) stateR that seasonal 
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distribution of phosrihorus in lakes will ve.r.,• ,.1ccordin1:, to the 
chetlcnl composition of the drainfield , land use ,  behavior of other 
chemicals in the particular lake , and annur,.l cycles of mixin�. Totr.l 
phosphate in New York fa.rm ponds with heavy u::ie of mnnure fertilizer 
in the agricultural drainfield attained a maximum concentr�tion of 1. 76 
ppm ( Forney , 1957) , lfoyle (1946) in Kinne�ota and Turner (1960) in 
Kentucky found the.t lakes high in total phospbnte had hi�h standing 
crops or fish. 
Total phosphate concentrations by season in 1964 and 1965 were 
almost identical. Therefore , both years were nveraged to s implify 
presentation. Total phosphate did not increaoe during the study ns 
did most of the other chemical elements. Mean total phosph&te was o . 41 
ppm in nroet Pond, 0. 37 ppm in ?,lagnuaon Pond , and. 0. 47 -ppm in Iverson 
Pond. Total phosphate in the ponds tended to follow a simila:!' pattern, 
increasir.g from a vinter minimum to a spring L'l.llXimum. This average 
increase was 0 . 29 ppm in Drost Pond , 0. 27 ppm in �a;nuson Pond , and 
0. 18 ppm in Iverson Pond . Increased total phosphate durin� the spring 
months was probably caused by recruitment through drainfield runoff. 
Total phosphate during the vinter months vae generally 0 . 05 to 0. 39 ppm 
lover than durin� periods of open water. Iverson Pond , the only pond 
with cropland in its dra.infield, exhibited the hir,hest total phosrhate 
concentration with 0. 64 ppm recorded e.t the bottom during the spring 
months. Minimum total phosphate reccrded was 0 . 23 ppm at the surface 
in Magnuson Pond durinp; the summer months. The dra.infield of this 
pond was entirely p,ras!'llend . The a.vcrA.ce tncreas.e of totn.l phosphate 
from the surface to the bottoni vas O . OS ppm ( range 0 . 02 to 1. 5 ppm ) 
in all pond.o. 
Total Nitro_sen 
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Moyle ( 194 5 )  states that a bi,;:;h concentrnt ion of ni troR:en ifi 
usue.lly e.s$ociated vith e. hir,h concentration of phosphorus . An in­
crease in total fertility of Minnei:;ota surface we.ters ca.used a r,ro­
portionhte increase 'between surface a.nd dee!' vater nitrogen annl�rnis 
(Hoyle , 1956 ) . He fmmd surface we.ters in Minneflota e.vera,ci;ed from 
0 . 06 to 5 , 92 ppm total nitrogen , with south�estern waters nbout five 
times hi�her tha."l northee.5tern waters . l:e points out thnt e.verfl�e 
total ni trap.en in we1otern Minnesota. wa:-; nbout 1 .  0 rpm . Ile also noted 
nitrite nitrogen was frequently absent in freshly collected surface 
se.mple3. Hovevcr, when found , nitrite nitropen is usually less than 
0. 05 ppm . During the summer , nitrate nitrogen in �'.innesota surface 
vatera seldom exceeds 0 . 1  ppm. Turner (1960) stater. that Kentucky 
farm ponds located in pastures receive a considerable amount of in­
direct fertilization from livestock and e.re usually more productive 
tha.11 those in woodland drainages. 
Total nitro�en concentrations by season in 1964 ar.d 1965 vere al­
most identical. Therefore . both years vere averaged to si�plify preEenta­
tion . Total nitrogen did not increase durin� the study as did moBt of 
the other chemical elements . Combined. nitrogen in wattr exists c.r. 
inorganic compounds (ammonia . nitrite , nnd nitrate ) and organic 
compounds. In the present investigation onl�· nitrite and nitrate 
nitrogen vere determined and projected as total nitrof.:er.. Hean total 
ni troi,:en wao O. 51 -ppm in Brost Pond , 0. li 7 ppm in l!.a:r,nuson Pond . end 
0. 53 ppM in Iverson Pond. Total nitrop:en in the ponds tended to 
follov e. similar pattern ,  increasing from e. winter minir!mm to a. fall 
maximum. 'l'his evere.p;e increa::;e vas O .  '{6 j)Tim in Brost I'ond , 0. 73 ppm 
in Magnuson Pond . and. 0. 92 ppm in Ivcrnon Pond . Total ni trop:en 
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recorded under the ice cover ve.s p,enere.lly 0. 39 to l. 26 ppm lover than 
total nitrogen recorded during periods of open water . Iverson ?ond, 
I 
the only pond vith cropland in its drainfield, had the hi�hest total 
nitroP,en concentration with 1. 3 ?pm beinP- recorded at the botton durin� 
the fall monthr; . Minimum total ni tro(len recorded was O. Cl ppm at t!1e 
surface in Brost and Iverson Ponds during the vinter months. The 
drainfield of these ponds was entirely grassland . The average in-
crease of tote.1 nitrogen from the surface to the bottom was 0. 15 ppm 
( range 0 . 10 to o. 48 rpm) in all ponds. 
Total Iron 
Reid (1961) points out that surface Yaters of most lakes contain 
relatively sme.11 amo\U1ts of total iron . The iron content of four farm 
ponds in Minnesota ran'!ed :t.'l-om 0 . 05 to 0 . 70 ppm (Surber and Olson , 
1936) . Moyle ( 1956) found that total iron in northwestern Minnesota 
averaged about 0. 51 ppm. 
Tote.l iron concentrations by season in 1964 and 1965 were aL�ost 
identical. Therefore , both years were avera�ed to simµlify 
presentation. Total iron did not increase durinr the study ns did 
most of the other chemical elements . Mean totnl iron was 0 . 13 ppm in 
Brost Pond, 0. 15 ppm in Magnuson Pond , and 0. 14 ppm in Iverson Pond. 
Total iron in the ponds tended to follov a similar pattern , increas-
ing from a winter minimum to a fall maximum. This avera.@:e increase 
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was 0 . 03 ppm in Brost Pond , 0. 01 ppm in Magnuson Pond, and 0. 06 ppm in 
Iverson Pond. Total iron during periods of ice cover vas generally 
0 . 0  to 0. 15 ppm lover than total iron during periods of open water. 
Iverson Pond, the only pond with cropland in its drainfield, had the 
highest total iron concentration with 0. 25 ppm bein� recorded at the 
I 
bottom during the spring months . Minimum total iron concentration 
recorded was 0. 09 ppm at the surface in Brost Pond during the spring 
months. The drainfield of this pond was entirely grassland. The 
average increase of total nitrogen from the surface to the bottom was 
0. 09 ppm ( range O .  02 to O. 20 ppm) in all pond ti • 
Chloride -----
Moyle {1956) states that higher concentrations of chloride are 
expected to be found if phosphorus , nitrogen . end sulfate are bi�h. 
He also points out tho.t ponds in which cattle stand are often high in 
chloride. The three study ponds vere n livestock waterin� source at 
least three months during each year. This pond US8.E!:e by livestock 
may have influenced their chloride content. Moyle found that 
average chloride in western Minnesota was about 10 ppm, while Moyle 
( 1946 )  �ives a range of 0 . 0  to 10 ppm for chlorides in a state-wide 
analysis. 
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Monthly measurements of chloride vere analyzed from water r.PJr.­
'Ples collected at the middle depth in  each ronrl .  Hea11 chloride  
concentration was 27 prim in Brost T'ond , 24 ppm in  Hap:nuson Pond , a.nd 
22 -ppm in Iverson Pond . There was a gradual increase in  chloride ions 
from the summer of 1964 until the termination of the study in December 
1965. AverRJ!,e summer chloride eurin� 1964 wa.s 20 ppm in Brost Pond , 
15 ppm in  Magnuson Pond , e.."ld 18 ppm in Iverzon Pond . During the study, 
aver&P,e chloride increased 12 ppm in Brost Pond , 13 ppm in MaP;J1uson 
Pond, and 9 ppm in Iversen Pond . 7hls increase .m.s pro'::iably caused by 
evaporation from the ponds which caused water levels to be conzider­
e.bly lQwer. All three pondR exhibited r;pring chloride concentre.tions 
vhich were slightly lower than the ctlorides during the winter and 
summer months. This decrease ma.y have been caue:ed by a dilution . 
Sodium 
Moyle ( 1956) states that sodium in Minnesota. surfa.ce va.ters ra.np.;ed 
from 2 to 100 ppm , with waters in the southwestern rortion of the state 
exhibiting the bighest concentration. He also reports the.t sodium 
concentrations in western Minnesota waters averA.ged about 100 ppm. 
Hooper ( 1954) fou."ld that sodium in Weber Lake, !·�ichi�FUJ re.ngeci from 2 .  5 
to 2. 9 ppm . When sodium and !)Otassium a.re in low concentratiom; , the 
proportion of sodium is usually only sli�htly �reater than that of 
potassium (Reid , 1961 ) .  As the concentration of both increnses , the 
sodium concentration r,reatly exceeds that of potas sium . 
Monthly meA.Suremente- of sodium were analyzed from water sampler. 
collected at the middle depth in each pond. Mean sodium was 607 ppm 
in Brost Pond., 516 ppm in Magnuson Pend , and 414 :rpm in Iverson Pond . 
Sodium in the ponds is high as compared to 'lola.ters in neip;hborinr. 
states . There was a gradual increase in sodium from the summer or 
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1964 tmtil the termination of the study in December 1965 , Average 
summer sodium during 1964 waa 541 ppm in Brost Pond , 462 ppm ir. 
Magnuson Pond , and 350 ppm in Iverson Pond. During the study , av­
erage sodi urn incrensed 117 rrpm in Brozt Pond . 109 ppm in Magnuson Pond , 
and 151 ppm in Iverson Pond. This increase prol:,ably resulted from 
evaporation which caused water levels to be considerably lo"Wer. Av­
era�e spring flodium concentrations in 1965 showed a decrear e in all 
ponds because of dilutlon from melting ice and spring runoff. 
Potassium 
Potassium concentrc.t ions in Minnesota. waters ranged from 0. 5 to 
l. 5 p-pm (Moyle , 1946}. Surber a."ld Olson ( 1936 } found that pote.ss i um 
in four Minnesota farm ponds ranged from 0 . 887 to 13 . 6  ppm.  Turner 
(1960) in Kentucky , found that lakes high in potassium had high 
standing crops of fish. 
lfonthly measurements of potassium were analyzed from water Sfllll­
ples collected at the middle depth in each pond. Mean potassium vae 
22 ppm in Bro st Pond , 20 ppm in Ma�nuoon Pond , and l?. ppm in Iverson 
Pond. There wa.s a. gradual increase in potassium from the summer of 
1964 until the study terminated in December 1965 . AverOP,e aU!ll?!ler 
potassium waf.l 17 ppm in Brost Pond , 13 ppm in Magnuson Pond , nnd 12 
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ppm in Ivernon rond. t�ring t�:e study . potass ium increased 8 p�m in 
Brost Pone , 11 ppm in M�uson Pond �  and 10 ppre in r,�crson Pond. '7'l- • .:. .11s  
incrcr;.se probnbly resulted from eva.porntion 'Which ca.used water levels 
to be considerably lower. Average spring potassium concentration in 
the ponds during 1965 exhibited a slip;ht decrease e.s comr,t1.red to the 
winter and summer months . Thia decrease was probably caused by 
dilution from meltin� ice and increaced runoff, 
Calcium 
Clarke (1908-1924) states that vhen carbonates prevail in water , 
the proportion of various ions are almost constant re�ardleEs of total 
concentration . He reports that ce.lciuri represents a.bout 64f 
(millie�uiva.lent 1-) of the dominant cations (calcium, magnesium , 
sodium,, and potassium) in water . Durin� the present investigntion 
calcium represented about 25% (milliequiva.lent ,:) in Brost Pond, 15% 
in �!�nuson Pond , and 17% in Iverson Pond. In semi-a.rid regiono where 
evaporation is the major loss of water from semi- closed lakes , the 
dominant cations change from altalideu to r.alines . 
Monthl�r measurements of calcium vere anal�rzed from ve.ter samples 
collected at the middle depth in  each pond . Calcium was calculated 
from calcium. hardness. Mean calcitnn was 244 ppm in Bront Pond , 103 
ppm in M�nusor: Fond. , nnd 110 ppm in Iverson rond . Calcium in the 
ponds tended to follo� a similar �att�rn , incrensing annually �rom a 
sumr:1er �inimu.� to a winter maximum . This increase during the first 
year va.s 195 ppm in Brost Pond . 68 ppm in Mn,muson Pond , and 47 rpm 
in Iv�rtlo:1 Fond . Durir,7, the second :,res.r the increase -war. 40 ppm in 
frost Fond ,  97 ppm in Vie.@;nuson Fond. e.nd. 29 Vi>tn in Iverson Pond. 
Ma.�esiurn 
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Clarke (1908-1924) reports that rnat';nesium represents about 17% 
{milliequivalent % )  of the dominant cations (calcium, rna�nesium , 
sodium , end potassium) in world-wide ,raters . In the present investi­
gation magnesium represented about 11% (milliequive.lent % )  in Brost 
Pond, 7% in Mf:1.?:nuson Pond , and 8% in Iverson Pond . 
Monthly measurements of magnesium .tere analyzed from water sam­
ples collected at the middle depth in each pond. Magnesium was cal­
culated from total a.nd calcium hardness. Mean ma.r:nesium was 131i -ppm in 
Brost Pond , 69 ppm in Magnuson Pond , and 65 ppm in Iverson Pond. 
Magnesium in the ponds tended to  follow a similar pattern , increasing 
a.r.nually from a summer minimum to a winter maximum. This increase 
during the first year was 70 ppm in Brost Pond , 29 ppr.1 in f.1agnuson 
Pond , and 36 ppm in Iverson Pond. Durinr;t tbe second year the increase 
was 71 rirm i n  Erost Pond , ll ppm in MP..gnuson Pond. , and 28 p:pm in 
Iverson Pond. 
CaJ.ciUll! and magneriium ions ru-e generally in association with 
ce.rbona.te and bicarbonate ions . Alkalinity in an expression of car­
bonates , while hardness is defined as a characteristic cf water which 
represents the total concentration of just the calcium anu magner.;ium 
ions expressed ac calcium carbonate. Therefore , fluctuation in one ot 
these anions or cations generally result s in  a sitr.ils.r fluctuation of 
the other ionn involved. .  'l'otal harc1nes e �  cnlclurJ , o.nd r.in,<;11��ium in 
t·:,e por!dn followed a. Jrn.ttern si:nllo.r to alkalinity .  
Trace elementr. were analyzed from water samples collected at the 
midcile depth in each :rond. These elements p:enerally increrlsecl 
annually from a. summer minimum to a winter maximum . The elements were 
1'airly uniform in each of tr..e :pouds vith slight decreases durinp- the 
spring months . This \.·as probnbly caused b�r a dilution . Lower vnter 
levels resultin� from evaporation caused trace elements to incre�e 
slightly each year . 
Silicon 
l!.ean silicon we.a 21 ppm i.n Brost Pond , 19 �pm in Har:;rmson T'ond , 
and 18 rpm in Iverson Fond . During the fir.st year this increF.1.se vnr-
5 ppm in J?,ro!'lt and Maenuson Pond s , and 6 ppm in Iverson Pond . The 
increase during the second year was 7 ppm in Brost Pond , 6 ppm in 
Magnuson Pond , and 2 ppm in Iverson Pond . 
Bf;.?'i ur1 
!0!ca.r. he.r1U?n va.s 8 :ppm in P-rost and Iverson Pond s , ruid 9 ppm 1n 
Vasnuson :'ond . The :rer..rly increac e in the pond� •.te.r. nhm.:rs WY.for 
0 .  4 pJ>?!'I , 
Aluminum , Boron , Mo.ne;n.nese , and C.QPJ'E 
'l'hese four elements were never found in c oncentre.t ions above 
. '. ·,· 
1 .  5 ppm . Mean aluminum in the ponds ,ms O .  5 ppri ( ran11:e O .  0 to O .  9 
ppn) , while mean boron in the ponds wnB o . n  ppm ( r11.nge 0 . 1  to 1 . 4  
ppm) . Mee.n manganese in the ponds was 0 . 5  ppm ( ranl!.e 0 . 2  to O . IJ  
ppm) .  There was no cor-per e.nalysi. s  durin� 1965 in any of' the ponds . 
Mean copper during 1964 vns 0 . 2  ( range 0 . 1  to 0 . 2  'Ppm) .  The yearly 
increase of these elements was alw�rs 0 . 6  ppm or less.  
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Biological Aopecta 
Mor!thly phytoplankton samples were obta:1 ned aurin.p: 1965 from 
100 ml wnter samples collected A.t 1. 5 m depth intervals. �amplc6 -were 
preserved with FAA (forma.1.in-aceto-alcohol) for later analysis. Im-
mediately prior to analysis ea.ch srun�le was shaken vigorour.ly and a 
1 �� s ubsample pipetted into a Se�ick-Raf'ter counti ng cell. The 
obj ectives of the microscope were immersed into the sample a.11d all 
phytoplankton in 10 randomly selected fields were identified , counted, 
and measured under low power (lOOX) . Similarly, 10 fields were 
treated under hi�h pover ( 450X). The volume of each organism va.s 
calculated with a Whipple ocular usin� previous measurements and 
geometric formulas most nearly resemliling the or�e.nfom type. Total 
volume of phytoplankton (in cc/m3) was detemined. in each of tbe ponds . 
Mi<:..!:_C?_cystis, a blue--green algae , vas the dominant �enera of 
I 
phytoplankton in the ponds during all seasons . It renched s maxi.mum 
volume of 9.3 cc/m3 at the surface in Drost Pond during Au;;ust (Fig. 1) . 
Following Auguet , Microc�.i� volumes decreased with depth and months 
in the three ponds. Two diatoms, §;rn��a and !I_ovic�a , were found in  
p;rentest abundance durin� the winter months . They were absent nt all 
depths in the ponds during May , and were not found age.in until 
September.  �e_dr� reached a mn.xbn.l!n volmne of O. 35 cc /m3 at the 
aur:t'a.ce in Brost Pond during January , while !i_f!.Vicule reached e. maximum 
volume of 0 . 28 cc/m3 nt the surface in Iverson Pond d urinp February . 
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Fig . 1 .  The monthly average voltune o f  Microcysti s  in cubic cent imeters per cubic 
meter in the 1 . 5 meter surface strattun during 1965 in Brost , Magnuson , 
and Iverson Ponds . 
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Dinoflagellates, Ceratium and !'eri�ini�, were found in Magnuson and 
Iverson Ponds but were absent in Brost Pond. Cere.tium exhibited a 
maximum volume of 0. 17 cc/m3 at 1. 5 m in Iverson Pond durin� November , 
while Peridinium reached a maximum volume of 0 . 26 cc/m3 at 1. 5 m in 
Magnuson Pond during October. Ulothrix and Chlorell� were found only 
in Brost and Iverson Ponds, while a third green algae , I'._ediast�, was 
found only in Magnuson Pond. Ulothrix exhibited a maximum volume of 
0. 10 cc/m at 1. 5 m in Brost Pond during July, while Chlorella reached 
a maximum volume of 0. 09 cc/m3 at the surface in Brost Pond during 
August. Pediastrum exhibited a maximum voltune of 0. 07 cc/m3 at 1. 5 m 
in Magnuson Pond during August. 
Prescott (1964) states that whenever Microcvstis is present, it 
usually dominates the blue-green flora to  the exclusion of almost all 
other Cya.nophyta. All other forms of phytoplankton were also found in 
low numbers in the three ponds. Ruttner (1963} points out that ex-
tremely high concentrations of various ions sometimes limit reproduc-
tion and growth of phytoplankton. He considers sulphur a.n important 
I 
ion that can produce harmful effects when in extremely high concen-
trations. Another aspect which may prove important in the reduction 
of phytoplankton is grazing by zooplankton , although Fogg (1965) does 
not think that graz�ng can cause a maj or reduction under normal con-
ditions. 
�im� Product ion 
Shallow lakes and ponds in semi-arid regions of the world usually 
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exhibit an average primary production of between 0. 5 to 5 . 0  f!}D.s/m2/day 
(Odum, 1959), Bartsch and Allum ( 1957) recorded 27 ,r;ms/m2/day of 
primary production during the summer months in a. south-central 
South Dakota. pond with untreated se'W'BJZ;e . The li�ht a.nd dark bottle 
method of Ryther (1956) vas used  to measure primary production. Ac­
cording to Ryther, a light and dark bottle experiment should not exceed 
the daylight portion of one day . 
Bi-monthly measurements of primary production vere obtained at 
1 , 5  m depth intervals during the sununer months . Bottles vere le� in 
the ponds tor 12 hour periods , beginnin� at daylight. Average pri-
ma.ry production ( measured as gms/m2/day) throughout the study vas 
0. 63 gms/m2/day ( range 0. 54 to 0.78 gms/m2/day) in Brost Pond, 
0. 60 gms/m2/day (range 0. 51 to 0.72 gm.s/m2 /de.y) in Magnuson Pond , and 
0,54 (t)nS/m2/day (range o . 45 to 0. 63 p;n.s/ m2/day) in Iverson Pond . Max-
imum primary production in the ponds was recorded during August 1964 .  
Primary production during e.11 months in Iverson Pond vas about 0. 03 to 
0. 09 grns/�2/day lover than in the other two ponds . Primary production 
in the ponds was slightly lover in 1965 than in 1964. 
Zoop_lanktoE_ 
Zoopla.nkton samples vere collected at 1. 5 m depth intervals by 
pouring 10 1 of water through a number 20 mesh nylon-bolting cloth 
plankton net. Samples were preserved with FAA (formalin-aceto-alcohol) 
for later analys is . Immediately prior to analysis each sample was 
diluted to a volume of either 50 , 100, or 200 ml , depending upon the 
number of ori::anisris in each sample. The sample wa& then she.ken vi�­
orously and 3 ml pipetted into  a circular zooplankton count inr. vbeel. 
Three to six subsamples , with replace�ent , were usually adequate for 
analysis. The number of subsamples analyzed was considered adequate 
when the standard deviation between subsamples was 5% or les s .  Vol­
umetric measurements  were determined by centrifuginrr each sample at 
3000 R . P . t� .  for 2 minutes { Buck, 1956 ) . 
Seasonal zooplankton populations during 1964 and 1965 were av­
eraged to facilitate handli ng and to make generalizations more rnean­
ingf'ul. Seasonal po'f)ule.tions durinp. both years vere similar , -with a 
difference of about 10 organisms per liter ( o/1 ) . Average biomass  
(measured as c ub:f.c centimeters per liter) at all depths and see.aons 
was 0. 07 cc/1 in Brost and Magnuson PcndR, and 0. 11 cc/1 in Iverson 
Pond. Average zooplankton populations at all depths and seasons 
during the study vere 138 o/1 (range 57 to 210 o/1) in Brost Pond , 
112 o/1 ( range 98 to 126 o/1) in Magnuson Pond, e.nd 337 o/1 (range 
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111 t o  883 o/1) in Iverson Pond. Iverson Pond was the only pond with 
the rotifer Polyarthra. This rotifer reached a high population during 
the spring and fall months , causing t ot al zooplankton numbers to 
double { Fi� . 2). With the exception of tr-e Po_l_yarthra pulse in Iverson 
Pond ,  all ponds tended to  foll.ow a similar pattern , increasinR from a 
wint er minimum to a usual , well.-derined spring and fe.11 peak. There 
vs.fl generally an increase in total zooplanl-ton numbers with depth. 
This average increase during the study was about 20 o/1 in Drost and 
Magnuson Ponds , and. 140 o/1 in Iverson Pond . Copepods in the ponds 
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Fig . 2 .  The monthly average number of zooplankton per liter during 1965 in Brost , 
Magnuson , and Iverson Ponds . 
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at all de:pths and see.sons constituted npproxime.tely 75% of the total 
zoople.nkton, while cladocere.ns constituted 15%, and rotifers 10% .  
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Average ( all depths) summer bioma.r;s ,,,as O .  05 cc/1 in Prost and 
Me.p;nuson Ponds,  and 0. 09 cc/1 in Iverson Pond . Averare summer 
zooplankton populations were 114 o/1 (range 94 to 131 o/1 ) in Brost 
Pond . 108 o/1 (range 99 to 118 o/1 ) in Magnuson Pond, and 159 o/1 
(range 153 to 178 o/1) in Iverson Pond. Copepods were the dominant 
aurnmer zooplankton in all ponds. They constituted about 65% of the 
total zooplankton in Brost Pond , 75% in Magnuson Pond , and 83% in 
Iverson Pond . Among the copepods , nauplius exhibited the highest in­
dividual per cent occurrence in all ponds with approximately 25% in 
Brost Pond , and 50% in Magnuson and Iverson PondE. Cladocerans con­
stituted about 25i of the total zooplankton in Brost Pond , 20% in 
Magnuson Pond, and 10% in Iverson Pond. Among the cla.docerans, paphnia 
exhibited the bighest individual per cent occurrence in all ponds with 
about 17% in Brost Pond, 12% in Magnuson Pond , and 7% in Iverson Pond . 
Rotifers constituted about 7% of the total zooplankton in Brost and 
Iverson Ponds ,  and 4% in Magnuson Pond. AmonF. the rotifers , Bra�hio� 
exhibited the highest individual per cent occurrence (3% ) in a.11 ponds. 
Other rotifers, Keratella e.nd Filinia , were found in all ponds, while 
Asple.nchna and Epiphanes were only found in Brost Pond. These four 
rotifers never constituted more than 2� of the total zooplankton. 
,!:'.glyarthra was absent in Iverson Pond during the summer months. 
Average fall biomass vas 0. 10 cc/1 in Brost and Ma�nuson Ponds , 
and 0. 14 cc/1 in Iverson Pond . Aver�e fall zooplankton r,opuletions 
werP. 165 o/1 (ra.nf!'e 1h7 to 173 o/1) in Brost Pond . 126 o/1 (range 125 
to 126 o/ 1) in Magnuson Pond , ana. 404 o/1 ( range 363 to 4 l!6 o/1) in 
Iverson Pond. Copepods were the dominant fall zoopla.nkton in all 
ponds. They constituted about 67% of t�e total zoapla."lkton in Brost 
Pond, 87% in Magnuson Pond . and 65% in Iverson Pond. Amon� the 
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copepods, nauplius exhibited the highest individual per cent occurrence 
in all ponds with approximately 31,% in Brost Pond, 52% in �� uson Pond , 
and 39% in Iverson Pond. Cle.d.ocerane constituted nbout 44% ot the 
total zoopla.nk.ton in Brost Pond 1 27% in Me.p,nuson Pond , and 5% in Iverson 
Pond • .Among the cladocerans , paEhnia exhibited the highest individual 
per cent occurrence in all ponds with about 18% in Brost Pond , 12% in 
Magnuson Pond , and 4% in Iverson Pond . Rotifers constituted about 7% 
of the total zooplankton in Brost Pond, 4% in Magnuson Pond, and 29� in 
Iverson Pon�. Among the rotifers . Keratella exhibited the highest in-
dividual per cent occurrence (3% ) in Brost and Magnuson Ponds,  while 
Pol:ve.rthra constituted 27% of all rotif'ers in Iverson Pond . Brnchionus --�--
e.nd Filinia were present in all ponds but never constituted more than 
1% of' the rotifer population.  
Average winter biomas s  was 0 . 03 cc/1 in Brost Pond, 0. 05 cc/1 in 
Magnuson Pond , and 0. 07 cc/ 1 in Iverson Pond . Average vinter zoo-
plankton populations vere 83 o/1 ( range 57 to 99 o/1 ) in Brost Pond , 
100 o/l ( range 98 to 102 o/1) in Magnuson Pond , and 183 o/1 (range 1 1 1  
to 247 o/1) in Iverson Pond . Copepode were the dominant winter zoo-
plankton in all ponds, They constituted about 67% of the total zoo­
plankton in Brost Pond, 92% in Magnuson Pond, and 8oi in Iverson 
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Pond. Among the copepods , ne.uplius exhibited the hiP,hest individual 
per cent occurrence in all ponds with approximately 39� in Brost Pond , 
58% in 'Magnuson Pond , and 45% in Iverson Pond. Cladocerans constituted 
about 16% of the total zoople.nkton in Brost Fond, and 3% in Magnuson 
and Iverson Ponds. Among the cladocerans .  p�P.h_1!_1R exhibited the 
hi�hest individual per cent occurrence in all ponds with about 11% in 
Brost Pond, 5% in Magnuson Pond, and 2% in Iverson Pond. Rotifers 
constituted about 5% of the total zooplankton in Brost a.nd Magnuson 
Ponds, and 18% in Iverson Pond . Among the rotifers, �erate�J� ex-
hibited the highest individual per cent occurrence (3%) in Brost and 
Map;nuson Ponds, while Polyarthra constituted 16% of all rotifers in - ·-·�·-·-
Iverson Pond . Filinia was found in all ponds , but never constituted 
more than 2% of the rotifer population. 
Average spring biomass was 0. 10 cc/1 in Brost Pond, 0. 09 cc/1 in 
' 
Magnuson Pond, and 0. 15 cc/1 in Iverson Pond. Average spring 
zooplankton populations were 193 o/l (range 171 to 210 o/1) in Brost 
Pond, 117 o/1 (range 109 to 124 o/1) in Magnuson Pond, and 708 o/1 
(range 499 to 883 o/1) in Iverson Pond. Copepods were the dominant 
spring zooplankton in Brost and Magnuson Ponds , while rotifere were 
the dominant spring zooplankton in Iverson Pond. Copepods constituted 
about 74% of the total zooplankton in Brost Pond , 88% in Magnuson 
Pond.  and 56% in Iverson Pond. Among the copepods, nauplius exhibited 
the highest per cent occurrence in all ponds vith 33% in Brost Pond , 
62% in Magnuson Pond, and 35% in Iverson Pond. Cladocerans con-
stituted about 19% of the total zoopla.nkton in Brost Pond , 6% in 
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��a[!!luson Pond, and l, % in Iverson Pond. Among the cladocerans, Da.phnia. 
exhibited the highest ind.ividual per cent occurrence in e.11 ponds with 
18�· in Brost Pond , 5% in Magnuson Pond \ and 2% in Iverson Pond. 
Rotifers consti.tuted about 7% of the total zoo-plankton in Brost Pond, 
6% in Magnuson Pond , and 39% in Iverson Pond. Among the roti fers , 
Keratell� exhibited the highest per cent occurrence (5�) in Brost Rnd 
Magnuson Ponds, while fo_lye.rthra constituted 37% of all rotifers in 
Iverson Pond , Pirachionus and Filinia were found in all ponds but 
never constituted more than 3% of the rotifer population. 
Penna.lt (1953) states that zooplankton feed mainly on unicellular 
plant and animal orp;anisms as veil as organic detritus, It has now 
been well �ste.blished that detritus may , under some circumete.nces ,  
torn the majority of material in�ested. He points out that there is 
eviden1e that certain t)rpes of food , auch as phytoplnnkton , protozoa , 
detritus , and bacteria �ay be selected by some species , although it is 
generally believed that moEt zooplankton feed vithout any selection 
mechanism. Runoff from pond drainfields carried organic detrituc . 
mainly fragments of �rass , into the ponds after each rainfall. This 
detritus accumulates in large quantities on the surface of the ponds 
and slowly settleo .  Warm vater temperatures �nd accumulations of 
detritus at the bottom of the ponds during periods of open water pro­
vided suitable aerobic habitat for bacteria and protozoa. The 
zoopla.nkton food chain was probably supplemented by organic detritus 
recruited from the drainfields. 
COHCiiUSION:J 
Maxim� water temperatures a.t the surface of the ponds reached 
25. :2C , while vuter temperatures at the bottom of the ponds were 
approximately 2 to 4C lower . Thes e ponds are located in an area 
where the average annual air temperature is  2C warmer than that 
found in northeastern South Dakota. liovever, wnter temperatures 
in the study ponds vere cooler during the summer months than those 
in northeastern South Dakota. This cooling affect was caused by 
high evaporation rates ( 97 cm/yr) from the surface of these ponds. 
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None of the ponds were thermally s tratified during periods of open 
water. Strong vi�d action set up currents in the water , which tended ·­
to equalize water temperatures , thus preventing thermal stratification. 
They e,J.so caused a mixing action of the dissolved and suspended 
matter in the water . Magnuson Pond , the shallower of the three ponds, 
exhibited water temperatures that vere s lightly lower than the other 
two ponds . This was probably caused by a grovth of buttercup 
(Ranunculus sp. ) which caused a shading affect. Maximum ice depth on 
the ponds was 37 cm , which is relatively sballov when compared with 
ponds in northeastern South Dakota where accumulation of ice exceeds 
100 cm. The relatively sha.llov ice depth on these ponds reflects the 
warmer climate of the area which lengthens the period of open water. 
Light tran:.3mission at the bottom or the pondn wo.s generally 5% , which 
in�icates that there was adequate light throughout the ponds for 
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photoaynthes is . Turbid.i ty in the: ponds ...,.as :-1ever �reatcr the.n 90 ppm 
{ Jackson turbidity unita) . It was hi�hest during the spring and fall 
months resulti:-ig from 11 .. creasetl surf&.ce rl.4noft' and I,eriod.o of stror,g 
wave action . 
Dissolved oxyeen was usually near saturation during periods of 
open water •  h.wer durinu the ·,dr1te·:r· months , but always in ample 
conccntrs.tione to sur-,1,ort aquu.tic lite. Souium , the dominant cation 
in the :ponds , Vtl.l"ied from 3li8 to (.79 l)lllll and is indicative of semi-
llrid regions in which the ponds vere located. Sulfat e  was the dominant 
anion in the ponds and varied from 1240 to 3200 ppm . These high 
sulfates cause an interference in chemical analysis of' certain ions . 
Sodium and sulfate ions in the �nds were in high concentrationa when 
compared to surface waters in eastern South Dakota. Phosphate ,  
' 
nitrogen , and iron were high and therefore were not limiting factors 
iu primary production. These ions were slightly higher in Iverson 
Pond . which was the only pond with tilled land iu its drainfield. 
Tiles·� ions may ha.ve stemmed from commerc ial fertilizer used on the 
tilled portion of the drainfield. Most chemical ions in the ponds 
increased annually from a. spring minimum to a winter maximum .  This 
spring decrease vas probably c�used by dilution from surface runoff 
and gradually increased during the sl.UIUller r.onths through evaporation . 
The formation of ice during the vinter months also tended to con-
centrate the ions in the water. 
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A blue-green algae , Microcyst�, dominated the phytoplankton and 
was present during all seasons but exhibited greatest abundance during 
the summer months . It reached a maximum population of 9. 3 cc/m3 
during August in Brost Pond . Other genera of phytoplankton were re-
corded but never constituted more than 2% of the total volume of 
phytopla.nkton. Average primary production during the summer months 
was about 0. 50 gms/m2/day in the ponds . Such production is relatively 
low for farm ponds and indicates low phytoplankton populations . Low 
phytoplankton populations may possibly be attributed to the high salt 
concentrations which have been known to limit growth and reproduction 
of certain species of phytoplankton. Also , when Microcystis is 
found in water it tends to establish itself as the dominant genus . 
This possibly explains the absence of other species of phytoplankton 
, 
present in South Dakota farm ponds. Copepods were dominant in the 
ponds, constituting approximately 75% of the tots.l zoopla.nkton, while 
cladocera.ns constituted 15% , aud rotifers 10% . Average zooplankton 
populations were about 200 o/1 , which is similar when compared vith 
other ponds in South Dakota. There was usually a well-defined spring 
and tall zooplankton pulse in the ponds . High spring and fall pop-
ulations of Polyarthra , a rotifer , which was only found in Iverson 
Pond, caused the total zoopla.nkton numbers to double. Zooplankton 
stratification by depth during periods of open water generally did not 
occur because of the water currents.  It  is doubtful if the 
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phytoplankton populations were high enough to furnish enough food to 
support the existing zoopla.nkton populations .  Warm water temperatures 
and accumulations of detritus ,  mainly fragments of grass,  provided 
suitable habitat for bacteria and protozoa vhich probably sup­
plemented the zooplankton food chain. 
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Table A 
Temperature ( 0c)  at 1.  5 meter depth interval.s from Brost . Magnuson, and Iverson Ponds , June 1964 
to December 1965 
Date Brost Pond Magnuson Pond 
0 1. 2 m 3. 0 m 4. 5 m 0 1 . 2  m 3 . 0  m 
June 1964+ 23 . l  22 . 4  2l.6 
July 1964+ 25 . 2  25 . 0  24. 4  
Aug 1964+ 18 . 5  16. 9 16. 3 
Sept 1964 15 . 5  14 . o  13. 0 
Oct 1964 10. 0 10. 0 10. 0 
Nov 1964 2. 0 3 . 0 4 . o  
Dec 1964 1. 0 3 . 0 4 . 0  
Jan 1965 l. O 1. 5 2 . 0  
Feb 1965 2. 0 2. 0 2. 5 
Mar 1965 3 . 0  4 . o 4 . o  
Apr 1965 10. 5 10. 5 10 . 0  
M&i.Y 1965 16. 0 15 . 0 15 . 0  
June 1965+ 22 . 5  22 . 2  19. 0 
Ju1y 1965+ 24 . 5  22. 5 19. 0 
Aug 1965+ 24 . o  23 . 0  22. 5 
Sept 1965 13. 0  12. 5 12. 0 
Oct 1965 12. 0  12. 0  10. 0  
lioT l.965 10 . 0  9. 0 10. 0  
Dec 1965 3 . 0  4 . o  4 . o  
+ Bi-monthly measurements averaged 
# Low water levels prohibited sampling 
- Missing data 
21. l  21 . 7  20. 5 18. 5 
23. 6 23. 8 22. 3  21 . 5  
15. 6 23 . 3  19. 7  19. 7 
13 . 0  12 . 7  12. 7 I 
10 . 0  10. 0 9 . 0 II 
4 . o  3 . 0  4 . 5 H 
4 . o  2. 0 3 . 0 I 
4 . o  1 . 0  2 . 0 If 
4.o 1 . 0  2 . 5 I 
4 . o  3 . 0 5 . 0 II 
10. 0 14 . o  12. 0  G 
H 16. 5 15 . 0  II 
u 19 . 0  17 . 0  ii 
I 20. 2  20. 0  I 
# 23 . 5  20 . 5 H 
I 13. 5  1.1 . 0  D 
I 12. 0 11 . 0  # 
I 7 . 0  6 . o  I 
I 3 . 0  4 . o II 
Iverson Pond 
0 1. 5 m 3 . 0  m Ii . 5 m 
22. 3  21 . 2  20 . 5 19 . 0  
24. 2  21 . 5  21 . 0  20 . 5 
18 . 0  17 . 9  16. 0 15 . 3  
11 . 5  11 . 0  10 . 0  9. 5 
9 . 0 8 . 7  8 . o  8 . 0  
3 . 0  4 . 0  4 . o  4 . o  
2 . 0 3 . 0  4 . o  
1 . 0  2. 5 3 . 0  4 . o  
1 . 0  4 . o  4 . o  II 
4 . o  4 . o  4 . o  I 
10 . 0  9 . 0  9 . 0  II 
15. 0  14 . 5  14 . 5  # 
19 . 7  19. 0  18 . 0  H 
23 . 0  21. 0  20 . 5  II 
24 . o  22. 5  21 . 7 H 
15 . 6  13. 5  13 . 0  I 
12. 5 11 . 7  11. 5 H 
8 . 0  8 . 0  7 . 5 , 
3 . 0  4 . 0  4 . o  # 
+:"" 
w 
Table B 
Per cent light transmission at 1 . 5  meter depth intervals from Brost , Magnuson , and Iverson Ponds , 
June 1964 to December 1965 
Date Brost Pond 
4 cm 1 . 5 m 3 . 0  m Ii. 5  m 
June 19�·� . 89. 7 32. 5 20 . 1  
July 1964+ 78. 8 41. 0  22. 3  
Aug 1964+ 91. 6 36. 3 18. 3 
Sept 1964 64 . o  19. 2  2 . 1  
Oct 1964 - 31. 0  1 . 9  
Nov 1964 59. 3 24 . 2  0 . 1  
Dec 1964 28. 0 0 . 1  o . o  
Jan 1965 3. 2  o . o o . o 
Feb 1965 63. l.  0 . 1  -
Mar 1965 5 . 3  5 . 1  o. o 
Apr 1965 47. 2  15 . 3  0 . 1  
May 1965 12. 0  40. 5 O. l 
June 1967 - 45 . 1  32. 2 
July 1965+ 85 .7  44 . l  14 . 2  
Aug 1965+ 92. 3 49. 7  16. 4  
Sept 1965 78. 5 26. 9  9 . 7  
Oct 1965 58. 2 23. 9  -
Nov 1965 57 . 7  23. 8 J.. 8  
Dec 1965 - - -
+ Bi-monthly measurements averaged 
I Low water levels prohibited sampling 
- Missing data 
3 . 1  
4 . 9  
4 . 4  
0 . 1  
0 . 0  
o . o  
o. o 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
o . o  
0 . 0 
II 
II 
# 
I 
I 
H 
D 
H 
Magnuson Pond 
4 cm 1 . 5 m 3 . 0  m 
81 . 3  43 . 0  20.4  
88 . 8  44 . 1  19 . 8  
95 . 2  47 . 1  -
69. 1  10. 0 II 
62. 1  14 . 7  # 
61. 3  20. 0 Ii 
39 . 0  l . 9  II 
2 . 9  0 .1  II 
35 . 2  0 . 2  I 
4 . 9  o. o I 
32 . 3  0 . 2  II 
62 . 3  - H 
83 . 6  17 . 1  # 
89. 4  22 . 3  Ii 
89. 3  15 . 7  I 
68. 7 15 . 4 # 
52 . 1  12. 1  I 
70. l.  19. 0 I 
- - H 
Iverson Pond 
4 cm 1 . 5  m�O-m�5 m 
66.6 21. 0  1 . 9  0 . 1  
72 . 1  29 . 2  5 . 0  1 . 7  
79. 7  31 . 3  6. 3 1 . 8  
52. 2  - 4 . 2  L O  
60. 6  15 . 1  1 . 1  0 . 0  
47 . 1  0 . 2  0 . 1  o . o 
35 . 0  0 . 1  0 . 1  0 . 0 
3 . 3  0 . 1  o . o  o . o  
59 . 2  24 . o  9. 3 I 
2 . 8  0 .1  o . o  II 
30. 3  2 . 1  0 . 0 II 
54 . 4  4 . 2  0. 1 II 
69 . 2  7 . 0  0. 9 
65 . 7  17 . 3  2 . 0  # 
58 . 5  12 . 2  1. 9 # 
49 . 9  - - II 
53 . 3  12 . 0  1 . 3  H 
41. 3  0 . 2  0 . 2  II - - - II 
.i:­
.i:-
Table C 
Dissolved oxy�en (ppm) at 1 . 5  meter depth intervals f'rom Brost , M�uson,  and Iverson Po nds � 
June 1964 t o  December 1965 
Date Bro st Pond 
0 1 . 5 m 3 . 0  m � rn 
June 1964+ 9 . 7  8 . 3  8 . 1  7 . 9  
July 196li+ 9 . 9  10 . 0  9 . 5 8 . 5 
Aug 1964+ 8 . 5 8 . 3 8 . 2  8 . o 
Sept 1964  13. 0  12 . 1  10. 1 9. 9  
Oct 1964 11. 3 10. 1 - 9.7 
Nov 1964 10 . 0  9 . 5  8 . 7  8 . 2  
Dec 1964 B . o  9 . 0  8 . 8  8 . 3  
Jan 1965 7. 5 7. 0 6 . 8  6. 4 
Feb 1965 7. 8 7 . 6 6 . o  6 . o  
Mar 1965 6 . o  8. 8 6 . o  5 . 8  
Apr 1965 8 . 0  8 . 5  8 . 5  7 . 9  
Ma,y 1965 9 . 0  9 . 0 9 . 2  fl 
June 1965+ 9 . 8 8. 0 8.0 II 
July 1965+ 10 . 7  9 . 5 8 .  ii H 
AUR; 1965+ 9 . 7  9 . 3 7 . 9  fl 
Sept 1965 11 . 2  10. 1 8 . 3 I 
Oct 1965 10 . 3  9.3 8. 2 H 
Nov 1965 9 . 9 8 . 2  8 . 0  II 
Dec 1965 9. 9 - - If 
+ Bi-monthly measurements averaged 
I Low vater levels prohibited sampling 
- Missing date. 
Magnuson Pond 
0 1 . 5 m 
8 . 9 7 . 6  
9 . 3  13 . 1  
10 . 1  9 . 2 
11 . 1  9 . 6 
11 . 3  10 . 6  
12. 0 10 . 2  
11. 0  9 . 5 
10.1 9.0 
9 . 9  e . 8  
7. 1 6 . 3 
9. 3  9 . 0  
8.7 1 . 0  
10 . 0  9.0 
8 . 4  O I') -· • c... 
9 . 0  8 . 9 
13.3 11. 9 
10. 1 9 . 4  
10. 8 9. 8 
10.7 -
------· 
3 . 0  m O 
7 . 9  7.5 
B . 3 6 . 3 
9. 0 7. 1 
# 9 . 2  
II 8. 8 
# 7 . 4  
# 7.0 
II 6 . 2  
II 6 . o  
II 6.5 
# 7. 0 
# 7 . 2  
H 5 . 0  
H 6 . o  
# 7 . 3  
If 8 . 1  
II 8 . 5  
H 8. 5  
Ii 1 . 0 
Iverson Pond 
1 . 5  m 3 . 0  m 4 . 5  m 
6 .2  5 . 0  4 .6 
5. 2 5 . 0 4 . 9  
6 . 9 (, . 1  5. 0 
8 . 3  6. 9 6 . 5 
8.7 H . 6  8 . 3 
7 . 3  (; . 1  5.1 
8 . o 5 ') . c:.  2 . 9 
5 . 6  4 . 6  0 . 0  
5.1 o . 6  II 
6 . o  1 . 3  H 
6 . 3  6 . o  H 
7. 1 G . 2  If 
4 . o 3 . 0  # 
5. 9 h . 8  H 
1 . 2  7 . 4  # 
7 . 0  7 .  5 I 
8 . 1  8 . o  u 
7 . 2 7 . 3 # - - ti 
.t,-
v, 
Table D 
Methyl orange alka.linity {ppm) at 1. 5 meter depth intervals rrom Brost , Magnuson , and Iverson 
Ponds , June 1964 to December 1965 
Date Brost Pond 
0 l. �om 3 . 0  m 4. 5 m 
Jrme 1964+ 60 60 
July 1964+ 80 128 174 
Aug 1964+ 80 120 160 
Sept 1964 65 63 65 
Oct 1964 70 70 75 
Nov 1964 85 85 86 
Dec 1964 85 86 87 
Jan 1965 70 73 75 
Feb 1965 66 67 69 
Mar 1965 67 120 91 
Apr 1965 136 138 138 
May 1965 138 150 170 
June 1965+ 85 95 64 
July 1965+ Bo 92 93 
Aug 196,+ 55  60 72 
Sept 1965 120 122 125 
Oct 1965 97 97 96 
Nov 1965 85 86 86 
Dec 1965 84 - -
+ Bi-monthly measurements averaged 
I Low water levels prohibited sampling 
- Missing data 
63 
128 
124 
60 
75 
86 
87 
76 
69 
-
-
I 
I 
II 
I 
H 
II 
II 
II 
Magnuson Pond 
0 1 . 5  m 3 . 0  m 
72 19 83 
69 73 79 
64 40 83 
69 67 I 
73 70 I 
112 120 II 
97 99 II 
87 97 II 
72 93 II 
71 69 I 
69 72 I 
99 133 H 
97 107 IJ 
121 122 IJ 
75 79 II 
160 160 II 
142 144 6 
208 197 I 
174 - II 
Iverson Pond 
0 l . ?  m 3 . 0m4. 5 m 
110 135 147 133 
115 140 160 172 
99 130 153 157 
120 129 132 173 
190 170 150 135 - 140 135 173 
190 180 160 153 
173 172 162 168 
82 127 152 I 
195 234 - I 
200 184 152 II 
98 124 128 II 
117 97 93 I 
107 93 81 II 
86 89 92 I 
- 93 104 fl 
114 119 139 II 
156 142 149 I 
142 - - I 
.!":"' 
O'\ 
Table E 
Total hardness ( ppm) at 1 . 5 meter depth intervals from Brost , Magnuson , and Iverson Fonda , June 
1964 to December 196; 
Date 
0 w- - - --� --6  
June 19 7 0 
July 1964+ 862 
Aug 1964+ 1056 
Sept 1964 979 
Oct 1964 999 
Nov 1964 1443 
Dec 1964 1580 
Jan 1965 2400 
Feb 1965 -
Mar 1965 500 
Apr 1965 944 
May 1965 768 
June 1965+ 799 
July 1965+ 1080 
Aug 1965+ 939 
Sept l.965 912 
Oct 1965 864 
Nov 1965 1050 
Dec 1965 1260 
Brost Pond 
1 . 5 m 3. 0 m 
843 721 
860 700 
1440 1170 
980 983 
1024 1040 
1436 1439 
1460 1520 
2380 2420 
121.2 1000 
992 1014 
900 892 
792 720 
925 782 
993 972 
912 l.110 
985 974 
893 904 
1054 1036 
- -
+ Bi-monthly measurements averaged 
I Lov va.ter levels prohibited sampling 
- Missing d.a.ta 
______ _ .. 
Magnuson Pond 
4 . 5 m 0 1 . 5  m 3 , 0  m 
821 421 429 440 
894 434 li03 423 
1700 439 338 441 
992 510 494 I 
1024 476 388 II 
1450 573 604 # 
1570 812 820 II 
2450 736 740 H 
1025 - - H 
973 427 480 I 
913 590 630 II 
I 320 380 II 
I 403 422 II 
II 421 439 I 
I 412 440 I 
I 510 530 H 
# 440 480 II 
# 491 503 # 
II 500 - I 
Iverson Pond 
0 1 . 5 m 3 . 0  m 
4 .,7� - 456 460 
551 518 442 464 
448 415 400 400 
520 521 550 553 
530 554 520 520 
720 719 729 740 
700 510 720 700 
621 576 580 592 
228 4 56 496 # 
320 382 330 i 
324 264 264 II 
321 310 - II 
360 4 56 362 # 
410 405 412 I 
360 440 442 II 
580 590 594 H 
620 622 617 H 
572 540 561 I 
760 - - II 
Table F 
Conductivity (micromhos ) ,  sodium and potassium (ppm) from Brost , Magnuson , a.nd Iverson Ponds , June 
1964 to December 1965* 
Conductivitl 
Date Brost Magnuson Iverson 
Pond Pond Pond 
June 1964+ 3420 1209 2220 
July 1964+ 3510 1375 1790 
Aug 1964+ 3380 1375 1850 
Sept 1964+ 3200 1500 1900 
Oct 1964 3150 1600 2100 
Nov 1964 3250 1500 2150 
Dec 1964 3500 1900 2300 
Jan 1965 3800 2300 2800 
Feb 1965 3825 2900 3300 
Mar 1965 3820 2850 3200 
Apr .1965 2000 2670 -
May 1965 3150 1062 1225 
June 1965+ 2910 1210 2300 
July 1965+ 2870 1750 2500 
Aug 1965+ 3100 2100 2900 
Sept 1965 3330 2150 3200 
Oct 1965 3175 2200 3225 
Ifov 1965 3200 2175 3200 
Dec 1965 3900 3150 3500 
• Average of al.l depths sampled 
+ Bi-monthly measurements averaged 
- Missing data. 
Brost 
Pond 
542 
540 
542 
550 
561 
560 
600 
675 
673 
620 
61.5 
6.10 
617 
623 
620 
640 
635 
638 
679 
Sodium Potassium 
Magnuson Iverson Brost Magnuson Iverson 
Pond Pond Pond Pond Pond 
460 351 17 13 12 
464 348 18 13 12 
463 350 17 14 12 
479 355 19 15 13 
488 360 19 17 13 
491 358 19 18 15 
497 361 20 19 16 
530 429 22 20 19 
588 443 24 22 19 
503 400 24 20 17 
518 411 21 18 16 
516 425 21 19 17 
521 433 22 20 19 
530 437 23 20 19 
534 433 23 21 20 
541. 481 24 23 21 
539 493 24 23 20 
547 490 25  23 22 
594 512 25 24 22 
� 
cc 
Table G 
Calcium, magnesium , and sulfate (ppm} from Brost, Magnuson , and Iverson Pond , June 1964 to  
Calcium 
Date Brost Magnuson Iverson 
Pond Pond Pond 
June 1964+ 182 99  98 
July 1964+ 211 88 102 
Aug 1964+ 243 76 77 
Sept 1964 210 97 112 
Oct 1964 237 80 112 
Nov 1964 298 133 130 
Dec 1964 332 179 147 
Jan 1965 480 192 124 
Feb 1965 288 - 89 
Mar 1965 184 59  87  
Apr 1965 199 119 84 
May 1965 173 65 107 
June 1965+ 218 82 90 
July 1965+ 211 80 85 
Aug 1965+ 290 69 94 
Sept 1965 198 89 142 
Oct 1965 198 78 144 
Nov 1965 232 142 105 
Dec 1965 256 128 156 
* Average of all depths sampled 
+ Bi-monthly measurements averaged 
- Missing data 
December 1965* 
Magnesium 
Brost Magnuson 
Pond Pond 
94 52 
86 57 
209 71 
131 74 
125 66 
199 73 
201 105 
345 74 
26 -
117 88 
118 89 
42  53 
83 59  
139 66 
75 72 
137 85 
111 75 
133 40 
177 51 
Sulfate 
Iverson Brost  Magnuson Iverson 
Pond Pond Pond Pond 
62 - 1375 1244 
68 1530 1375 1275 
64 1455 1405 1300 
7.) 1320 1422 1315 
71 1330 1375 1270 
115 1380 1390 1300 
87 1400 1430 1460 
81 1380 1460 1445 
48 1365 1450 1472 
36 1240 1245 1370 
23 2112 1270 1370 
14 1888 1293 1368 
48 1439 1378 1380 
56 1456 1380 1375 
51 1500 1530 1400 
66 1700 1970 1650 
74 2540 2960 1720 
84 2500 2875 1907 
105 2750 3200 2100 
.,-- -
.:,-
1.0 
Table li 
Seasonal average total phosphate , nitrogen, and iron (ppn) at 1. 5 meter depth intervals from Brost , 
Magnuson , and Iverson Ponds , June 1964 to  December 1965• 
Brost Pond Magnuson Pond Iverson Pond 
0 l. 5 I:I. 3. 0 m 4. 2 m 0 1. 5 m 3. 0 m 0 1. 5 m 3. 0 m -4 .  5 m 
Phosphate 
Summer+ 0. 31 0. 27 0. 34 o. 41 0 . 23 0 . 27 0 . 31 o. 41 o . 42 o. 42 o . 42 
Fall 0 . 37 o. 4o  o . 4o o . 41 0 . 33 0 . 37 0. 39 o. 41 o. 42 o . 4 5  o. 49  
Winter 0. 32 0 . 31 0 . 33 0. 35 0 . 25 0. 27 0. 27 o . 43 o . 42 o. 43 o. 45  
Spring 0. 50 0 . 55 0. 61 o. 63 o . 46 0. 52 0 . 61 0. 55  0. 60 o . 63 o. 64 
Nitrogen 
Summer+ 0 . 58 0. 70 0 . 91 0 . 90 0 . 62 o . 63 0. 65 0. 72 0. 74 0. 73 0. 7 4  
Fall o. 63 0. 72 0. 72 1 . 00 0. 67 0.70 0. 92 0. 82 0. 90 0 .94 1. 30 
Winter 0. 01 O. Ol. 0 . 02 0. 02 0. 02 0 . 02 0 . 04 0 . 01 0. 03 - 0. 03 
Spring o. 42 o. 4o o . 43  o. 46 o. 44 o . 47 0 . 53 0. 61 0. 60 0 . 61 o .64 
Iron 
Summer+ 0. 12 0 .13 0 .14 0. 16 0 .10 0 . 13 0. 21 0. 11 0 . 12 0 .13 0. 15 
Fall 0. 12 0 .10 0. 19 0 .19 0.10 0 . 14 0 .21 0 . 12 0 .15 0. 23 0 . 21 
Winter 0. 11 0 . 12 0. 14 0 . 12 0 . 12 0. 15 0. 18 0. 10 0. 10 0 . 11 0. 15 
Spring 0. 09 0. 12 0. 15 0. 20 0 . 10 0.15 0. 23 0. 13 0 . 15 0. 25 0. 33 
* Individual seasons in 1964 and 1965 vere averaged 
+ Bi-monthly measurements were averaged each year 
- Missing data 
\.J1 
0 
Table I 
Seasonal average of �TI . turbidity (ppm ) , chloride {ppm ) , and trace elements (ppm ) from Brost , 
Magnuson, and Iverson Ponds , June 1964 to December 1965* 
SUI!lll!er F8.ll Winter 
1964+ 1961� 1964-65 
pH 
Brost Pond 8 . 3 8. 2 8 . 1  
Magnuson Pond 8 . 1  8. 3 8 . 2  
Iverson Pond 8 . 1  8 . 2  7 . 8 
Turbidity 
Brost Pond 44 4 5  12 
Magnuson Pond 52 77 13 
Iverson Pond 61 79 18 
Chloride 
Brost Pond 20 25 26 
Ma,?.:nuson Pond 15 23 26 
Iverson Pond 17 18 24 
Silicon 
Brost Pond 17 21 22 
Magnuson Pond 16 19 21 
Iverson Pond 15  19 20 
Aluminum 
Brost Pond 0 . 3 0 . 3 0 . 2  
Magnuson Pond 0 . 1  0 . 2  0 . 4  
Iverson Pond 0 . 1  0 . 3  0.3 
- -- ------
* Average of all depths sampled 
+ Bi-monthly measurements averaged 
Spring 
1965 
8 . 0  
8 . o  
8 . 1  
54 
63 
69 
21 
23 
21 
16 
16 
17 
0 . 1  
0 . 3  
0 . 2  
-- ·-------- .. -- .. � .  --- ---- ----··-
Summer FA..1.1 
_ _ 1965+ _ 1965 
8 . 1  8 . 3  
8 . 1  8 . 2  
8 . 2 8.2 
28 4 4 
50 90 
62 75 
27 30 
26 27 
23 25  
18 22 
17 20 
18 19 
o . 4  0 . 7  
o . 4  0 . 1  
0 . 5 o . 8  
Winter 
1965 
8 . 2  
8 . 2  
8 . 1  
42 
39 
60 
32 
28 
27 
25 
22 
20 
o . B  
0 . 8  
0 . 9 
····--·--- -----...-----------··--·-· ' ------ ------ - --�---
\..'1 
.. 
Table I ( cont ' d )  
Seasonal average or pH , turbidity (ppm ) , chloride (ppm ) , and trace elements (ppm ) from Brost , 
Ma�nuson , and Iverson Ponds , June 1964 to December 1965* 
- - - - - ·-- --·- -·----
SU1'11?1er Fall Winter Spring Summer ·Fail ___ Winter 
1964+ 1964 1964-65 1965 1965+ ·- 1965 __ _ 1965 
Barium 
Brost Pond 6 7 8 6 7 9 10 
Magnuson Pond 7 8 8 8 8 9 10 
Iverson Pond 5 6 8 a 9 9 9 
Boron 
Brost Pond 0 . 2  0 . 9  0 . 9 0 . 1 0 . 9  1 . 1  1 . 3 
tl.�uson Pond 0 . 7 0 . 9  0 . 9  0 . 7 0 . 8  1 . 0  1 . 3 
Iverson Pond 0 . 1 0 .1 0 . 8  0 . 1 0 . 8  0 . 9 1 . 2  
Copper 
Brost Pond II # 0 . 1  0 . 1  0 . 2  0. 2 0 . 3 
Magnuson Pond II II 0 . 1  0 . 1  0 . 2  0 . 2  0 . 2  
Iverson Pond Ii II 0 . 1  0 . 1  0 . 1  0 . 2  0 . 2  
Manp:anese 
Brost Fond o . 4  0 . 5 o . 6  o .6 0 . 6  0 . 7 o . 8  
Magnuson Pond 0 . 3 o . 4  0 . 5 0 . 5 o . 6  o . 6  0 . 7 
Iverson Pond 0 . 3  0 . 3  o . 4  o . 4  0 . 5 0 . 5 0 . 5  
-- ---- ·-· ---
* Average or all depths sampled 
+ Bi-monthly measurements averaged 
# Copper vas not analyzed 
'--., 
I\) 
Table J 
Primary production (gr.ns/m2/day ) averaged from bi-monthly measurements during 
June , July . and August . 1964 and 1965 
Date 
June 
-i9b4 
July 1964+ 
Aug 1964+ 
June 1965+ 
July 1965+ 
Aug 1965+ 
Brost Pond 
o .  57 
o . 63 
0 . 78 
0 . 54 
0 . 57 
0 . 69 
+ Di-monthly measurements averaged 
Magnuson Pond Iverson Pond 
0 . 54 o.lill 
o. 63 0 . 54 
0 . 72 0 . 63 
0 . 51 o . 45 
0 . 57 0 . 54 
o. 66 0 . 57 
V1 
l.,J 
Table K 
Seasonal averflge frequency of' occurrence (% of total population) of zooplankton from Prost, Magnuson , 
--- and Iverson . Pon�_!une 1964 tq_ __Decembe]:__1965 - -- ------�---
Brost Pond 
Da;ehnia Bosmine. fY.clops p� fiauplius Rotit'ers 0/1-+ cc/1-
Summer 
0 22 7 15 14 19 13 94 0 . 04 
1 . 5  m 17 7 25 10 35 6 108 0 . 05 
3. 0 m 13 12 32 22 19 2 131 0 . 06 
l1 . 5 m* 16 8 23 19 28 6 123 0 . 06 
Fall 
0 15 6 21 5 28 25 147 0 . 08 
1. 5 m 22 6 25 5 36 6 169 0 . 09 
3. 0 m 18 3 i.1 5 28 5 171 0 . 12 
l•. 5 m* 17 1 31 2 42 5 173 0 . 11 
Winter 
0 12 1 47 4 30 5 57 0 . 02 
1. 5 m 13 0 49 1 36 1 81 0. 03 
3. 0 m 9 20 38 15 30 8 96 0 . 03 
4 .  5 m* 10 0 23 0 61 5 99 0 . 04 
Spring 
0 21 1 13 33 27 5 171 0.10 
1 . 5  m 23 1 37 2 33 4 210 0 . 11 
3.0 m 10 2 39 7 38 4 201 0. 10 
4. 5 m* 17 2 33 3 32 13 178 0 . 10 
* Sampled only durin� 1964 
-+ Organisms per liter 
- Cubic centimeters per liter 
Table K (cont ' <l )  
Seasonal average frequency of occurrence ( % of total population ) of zooplankton :from Brost • !Aagnuson , 
-·- and Iverson Ponds ,  .Tune 1961� to December 1965 . .  _ _  ·-
De.phni_� Bosmin,-1. 
Summer 
0 16 8 
1 . 5  m 18 3 
3 . 0  m* 13 6 
Fe..11 
0 22 9 
1 . 5 m l 11 
3 . 0 m I! II 
Winter 
0 5 0 
1 . 5 m 5 0 
3 . 0 m II u 
Spring 
0 4 0 
1.5  m 7 1 
3 . 0 m D # 
* Sampled only durin� 1964 
-·- ·------ ·· 
Mai:r,nuson Pond 
C;rclops Di�ornus Nauplimi 
23 3 46 
32 I") 41 .... 
21 l 49 
31 l 54 
33 l 49 
fl K # 
36 1 56 
31 0 59 
II ti II 
29 1 59 
17 5 65 
II II II 
Rotifers 0/1+ 
4 99 
4 107 
4 118 
3 125 
5 126 
N # 
2 98 
5 102 
ii # 
7 109 
5 124 
II # ··-- - --------- --·--------- --· ... --·- -------
# Lov water levels prohibited sampling during 1964 and 1965 
+ Organisms per liter 
- Cubic centimeters per liter 
cc/1-
0 . 05 
0 . 05 
0 . 06 
0 . 09 
0 . 10 
II 
0. 05 
0 . 04 
# 
0 . 08 
0 . 10 
\.J1 "' 
Table K ( cont ' d) 
Seasonal average frequency of occurrence ( %  of total popuJ.ation) of zooplankton from Brost , Magnuson , 
and Iverson Ponds, June 1964 to December 1965 
Iverson Pond 
Da.;ehnia Bosmin.a. C;rclo:es Dia:etomus Nauplius Rotifers 0/1+ cc/1-
Summer 
0 6 3 29 2 54 6 155 0 . 06 
1. 5 m 4 3 30 2 53 8 153 0 . 06 
3. 0 m 8 2 31 5 47 7 178 0 . 07 
4 . 5 m* 10 3 24 4 51 8 149 0 . 06 
FeJ.l 
0 3 2 28 3 35 29 423 0. 11 
l. 5 m 3 l 20 3 46 27 363 0 . 10 
3. 0 m 3 1 27 2 41 26 384 0 . 12 
4 . 5 m* 5 3 20 4 33 35 446 0 . 13 
Winter 
0 3 2 36 2 34 23 111 0.06 
l. 5 m 3 0 36 l 43 18 236 0 . 08 
3 . 0  m 2 0 34 l 46 17 217 0 . 08 
4 . 5  m• 2 0 27 2 56 13 138 0 . 07 
Spring 
0 l 3 17 3 41 34 449 0. 12 
1. 5 m 2 1 20 2 40 35 742 0 . 15 
3. 0 m 4 1 21 0 25 49 883 0 . 16 
4 . 5  m I I I II II II ii II 
• Sampled only during 1964 
# Low water levels prohibited sampling during 1964 and 1965 
+ Organisms per liter 
- Cubic centimeters per liter 
